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Abstract

BWR and some PWR cores contain boron carbide (B4C) as neutron absorber. During a
severe accident, the B4C can potentially react with steam under release of heat and
hydrogen. Although models for B4C oxidation already exist in MELCOR and
SCDAP/RELAP5, a development of a new model for another computer code seems to be
difficult due to a missing comprehensive description of the current modelling methodology
and scarce experimental data. The aim of this paper is to highlight the key points of the
B4C oxidation using the existing available experimental data and to perform a simple heat
balance analysis of the B4C/steam and B4C/air chemical reactions.

The analysis of literature data shows that the B4C oxidation phenomenon is qualitatively
well described below 1000°C. However, no reliable data exist for the reaction kinetics
especially above this temperature. It was found that the experimental results strongly
depend on the experimental arrangement. The reaction heats, calculated in this study,
indicate that the B4C oxidation is an exothermic reaction, releasing more heat in air than in
steam. The formation of boric acids from the boron oxide increases the heat release from
B4C by —10 %, in the worst case. Although the total heat, released in a PWR core from
the B4C oxidation, is probably much smaller than the heat released from the Zr/steam
reaction, it is not excluded that the B4C oxidation can locally contribute to the damage of
the control elements due to local overheating. Modelling of these phenomena is, however,
very difficult due to the complex geometry of the liquefied control elements and due to
absence of suitable data on the reaction kinetics.

1. Introduction

Boron carbide (B4C) is one of the neutron absorber materials used in control elements of
PWR's and BWR's. During a severe accident, the B4C can react with steam (and air) under
release of heat and hydrogen. This reaction thus contributes to the core damage. From this
reason, B4C oxidation models were included into computer codes SCDAP/RELAP5 [1] and
MELCOR [2]. These models can be used only for BWR geometry. In spite of existence of
these models, a comprehensive description of the current modelling methodology (often
based on unknown data) is missing. It is also not known, how deeply the current models
were verified against experimental data. In this situation, the development of a new model
(e.g. for PWR geometry) for another computer code requires a new thorough analysis of
all, the B4C oxidation phenomenon, the available data and the current modelling.

The aim of this paper is to analyse the B4C oxidation phenomenon (data and models)
and to perform a simple heat balance study of the related reactions in order to draw
conclusions for a potential development of a new PWR and/or BWR model.
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2. About oxidation of B4C

The discovered capability of B4C to absorb neutrons led to the first irradiation tests in the
middle 50s. The use of B4C as neutron absorber in LWR's and in other applications as well
is, however, limited by poor corrosion and oxidation resistance of the B4C in oxygen-
containing environment at elevated temperatures. From this reason, the oxidation behaviour
of B4C was experimentally studied at atmospheric pressure in air, oxygen, steam or in their
mixtures by many authors up to temperatures ~1200-1300°C. Above these temperatures
"a catastrophic oxidation of B4C starts, accompanied by a considerable thermal effect" [3].
More information about the application and properties of B4C can be found in [4-6].

In experiments, the B4C was usually used in form of powder (—100 |xm), ultrafine
powder ( — 2-4 \xm), hot-pressed pellets with low porosity or in form of flat blocks or thin
coupons. It can be concluded that results strongly depend on material composition and test
configuration. Especially the reaction kinetics is very sensitive to the mentioned
parameters. Unfortunately, no data were found for pressureless sintered B4C pellets with
open porosity of —70 % theoretical density, typical for the PWR design [5]. Owing to the
sensitivity of results to the form of the tested materials, configuration and boundary
conditions, it is very difficult to extrapolate the range of validity of the measured results to
different materials and temperatures. Therefore, a direct application of such data in models,
used in severe accident codes, must be handled with care. One have to take in mind that the
B4C oxidation can be considerably modified by the molten or solidified B4C/SS/Zircaloy
metallic mixtures, formed after the B4C containing control element has failed at
temperatures above 1200°C.

In the following chapter, the main characteristics of the B4C oxidation will be described.

2.1 Oxidation of B4C in oxygen and dry air

It is known that oxidation of B4C powder in oxygen starts near 600°C [7] and in air at
450°C [8]. Ultrafine B4C powders ( - 0 . 4 urn) start to oxidize in air at ~540°C [9]. From
a thermodynamic point of view the most probable reaction is in eq.(l) [8]:

B4C + 402 => 2B2O3 4- CO2 (1)

The boron oxide (B2O3), as reaction product, is liquid at the considered temperatures.
The melting point of the crystallic B2O3 is 450°C [10] and 577°C of the amorphous B2O3

[11]. The B2O3 has a relatively high vapor pressure [12]. At room temperature the B2O3 is
glassy and before hydratation by moisture from air also transparent. The B4C oxidation
results in weight gain up to — 1100°C. At higher temperatures, the B2O3 intensively
vaporizes so that weight loss of the samples can be observed. The reaction is thus a result
of two simultaneous processes. The B4C oxidation leads to the weight gain whereas the
B2O3 vaporization results in weight loss. Between 600-1000°C, a protective B2O3 film is
formed. In this case, the oxidation rate is limited by the diffusion of the oxygen and
carbide components through the oxide film (i.e. by the diffusion of boron and carbon from
the B4C matrix through the B2O3, and not by the diffusion of the oxygen into the material
substrate). The linear rate of weight gain, observed in dry air, indicates that the rate of
transport of oxygen through the B2O3 is greater than the oxidation rate.
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Lawrenko [13] measured reaction kinetics of B4C in oxygen on sintered coupons of low
porosity ( < 2 %) between 700-1200°C. The kinetics was initially parabolic (first 50-60
min) after which it became linear. The sharp rise in the oxidation rate, observed above
1100°C, was probably caused by intensive evaporation of the B2O3. The measured
preferential depletion of carbon in the substrate near the B4C/scale interface occured
probably due to higher diffusion rate of carbon than that of boron at temperature. Although
carbon monooxide is thermodynamically the most probable specie, it was not detected,
probably because of excess oxygen. It seems to be possible that CO oxidized to CO2 either
on the surface of the oxide scale or in the system, immediatelly after it has formed.

Nazarchuk [7] performed tests with B4C powder (62-74 (j.m) of different carbon content
at temperatures between 500-1300°C. He observed that formation of the B2O3 oxide scale at
1100°C inhibited the complete oxidation of B4C. The B4C oxidized completely only at
1200-1300°C. Samples with higher carbon content oxidized more intensively.

Yefimenko [14] studied the oxidation kinetics of high-dense hot-pressed B4C (1 %
porosity) in air at temperatures between 630-930°C. The reaction kinetics for weight gain
was approaching the parabolic law with activation energy of 108 kJ/mol. This value is
much smaller than 188 kJ/mol, measured by Litz [8] on granular material. The porosity
strongly influenced the reaction kinetics. The parabolic character of the reaction kinetics in
air was also observed by Meyerson [15] at 1000°C. Lavrenko [16], on the other hand,
observed between 800-1000°C a logarithmic increase of weight gain. Above 1200°C, a
linear loss of weight can be seen in all experiments.

2.2 Oxidation of B4C in steam

The B4C oxidation in water-containing environment is more complicated due to
formation of volatile boric acid in the reaction of water with B2O3:

B 4 C + 8H2O => 2B2O3 + CO2 + 8H2 and/or (2)

B4C + 7H2O => 2B2O3 + CO + 7H2 (3)

B4C + 6H2O => 2B2O3 + CH4 + 4H2 (4)

The B2O3 reacts with steam to form some combination of acids, depending on conditions
(on the partial steam and hydrogen pressure):

(metaboric acid) and/or (5)

(orthoboric acid) (6)

3B2O3+3H2O => 2(HBO2)3 (trimer of metaboric acid) (7)

The reactions (2), (5) and (6) were proposed by Litz [8], reaction (7) is reported by
Randall [17]. Reactions (2), (3) and (4) are used in the MELCOR model, reaction (3) is
considered in the older SCDAP/RELAP5 model. The newer model is, unfortunately, not
described in the manual.

A comprehensive source of data for oxidation of B4C powder at temperatures between
200-750°C was published by Litz [8]. The reaction of B4C with steam in air-water and
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of total weight change of B4C specimen in steam
as a function of time at constant temperature. Shown separately are
weight change due to production of B2O3 and of volatile acids
(consumption of B2O3). This schema was taken from [12].

argon-water mixtures above ~ 600°C was characterized by an initial weight gain (formation
of B2O3) followed by a weight loss (consumption of B2O3 by steam). Litz explains this
mechanism as follows, Fig. 1:

"As long as the equivalent rate of transport of HBO2 (gas) exceeds the rate of formation
of B2O3, the weight loss curves directly depict the oxidation rate. However, when the
oxidation rate exceeds the rate of removal ofB2O3 , a film of the oxide will build up on the
surface, and a net weight gain may result. As the thickness of the oxide film increases, the
oxidation by H2O is inhibited, and the rate of oxidation will decrease until a point is
reached where the film thickness is constant due to equivalent rates of formation and
transport of B2O3. Once the oxidation rate becomes fixed by the constant thickness of the
B2Osfilm, the system will again lose weight in a linear fashion".

Below ~600°C, the removal of B2O3 by water vapor occured faster than is the oxidation
rate so that a clean boron carbide surface was maintained. This continuous weight loss is
characterized by an activation energy of ~45 kJ/mole (compared to - 1 8 8 kJ/mole in dry
air). Moreover, Litz observed in the air-water system a linear dependence of the reaction
rate on the partial pressure of water p ^ o (mm H2O). The fraction, reacted per hour, of
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initial weight can be expressed as (temperature T in this and the following equations is in
Kelvin):

Oxidation rate = 0.0617 • pHlo • exp(- ) Ihour'1 (8)

The measured reaction rates, however, may not apply to other specimens, because the
character of the surface may play a significant role in determining the reaction kinetics.
The study of Litz provides further interesting results:

• A measurable reaction of B4C with water vapor can be observed at temperatures as low
as 250°C (450°C in dry air).

• In dry air, a continuous weight gain was observed with complete loss of carbon and with
the boron remaining on the unreacted B4C as B2O3.

• When a layer of B2O3 exists over the B4C, inhibition of the water reaction rate occurs
but the presence of B2O3 does not inhibit the oxidation rate in dry oxygen.

Woodley [18] measured reaction kinetics on small blocks of boronated graphite
(5 wt % boron) with water vapor / helium mixture in the temperature range 830-930°C,
i.e. when steady state B2O3 layer thickness existed. The resulting reaction rate can be
expressed in units of fractional weight change per minute, where CH20 is the water vapor
concentration in volume parts per million (total pressure was 1 atm):

Oxidation rate = 2.82 • 1 (T* • C%f0 • e x p ( ^ ^ ) Lin'1 (9)

Elrick [12] studied the B4C/steam reaction at ~ 1000°C using thin B4C coupons. The
measured oxidation rate was seven times greater than the calculated one from eq.(8) and
ten times greater than the rate from eq.(9). One reason for the difference can be in different
flow conditions in the system and different material compositions.

Tests performed by Fujii [11] with B4C powder and pellets (2.31 g/cm3) in helium-water
mixture (0.65 % H2O) showed that the oxidation rates did not monotonously increased with
temperature due to the behaviour of molten B2O3, acting as a physical barrier against
diffusion of H2O. In these tests, small concentrations of CH4 and CO2 were detected
besides the main reaction products H2 and CO.

The MELCOR model determines the relative extent of each of the three mentioned
reactions (eqs.2-4) using the steam and hydrogen partial pressures and the B4C temperature
under assumption of chemical equilibrium between reaction products. The reaction energies
for each reaction are shown in Fig. 2. The reaction kinetics, taken from Litz [8], is
however, that for dry air. The B4C oxidation rate is expressed as fractional change in the
initial (intact) M|4 C mass:

dW BACI M°B4C) 9.973 106 -22647.2, T-l
—v '= e x p ( ) k l (10)

dt 60 FV T L
In the SCDAP/RELAP5, there are two models for BWR geometry. The older one is an

exponential oxidation model, calculating the B4C consumption MBAC/M°AC during time
step At, where A/|4C is the available B4C at the beginning of the time step:
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[kg] (11)

where C = 0.001 and D = -1.7, according to the manual. In the SCDAP/RELAP5 source,
C = 0.0005 and D = -0.35 are coded. It is interesting to note that this model calculates a
decreasing reaction rate (MBAC /Mg4C) with increasing temperature T.

In the newer BWR blade/box component model, developed at ORNL, the B4C oxidation
is derived from an advanced B4C/H2/H2O chemistry package, based on the SOLGASMIX
code [19]. SOLGASMIX calculates equilibrium compositions in systems containing one
gaseous phase, condensed mixtures, and condensed phases of invariant or variable
stoichiometry.

The examples, shown above, illustrate that the B4C oxidation in steam is a complex
process. Competition of the two reactions (B2O3 formation and B2O3 consumption) makes it
difficult to directly quantify the reaction kinetics of the real B4C consumption, from which
the heat and hydrogen release could be deduced. No reaction rate eqations for B4C in steam
were found in literature for temperatures above 1000°C.
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Figure 2 Reaction heat of B4C oxidation in steam, used in MELCOR [2]. The
minus sign means exothermic reaction.
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2.3 Oxidation of B4C in Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) Tests

A relatively small number of integral tests was performed with the B4C absorber:
two tests in the NIELS Facility [20], one test (DF-4) in the ACRR reactor,
[21] and seven tests in the CORA Facility [22]. Results of these tests do not show any
directly observable reaction of B4C with steam. The reason can be in the fact that after
rupture of the absorber rods (or blades) due to B4C / stainless steel / Zircaloy chemical
interaction, only a small fraction of the boron carbide particles is in direct contact with
steam.

However, it cannot be excluded that during the damage progression, the B4C can be
locally in contact with steam, releasing heat and hydrogen. Hence, the B4C oxidation could
enhance the damage of the control elements without observable impact on the global
temperature response of the whole bundle. A question thus arises, whether the modelling
efforts can result in a realistic simulation of the complex B4C / melt / steam behaviour
without too much conservatism. The development of new B4C-oxidation model must
address the following areas:

• Heat and hydrogen release from B4C oxidation.

• Reaction kinetics.

• Area of B4C surface exposed to oxidation.

In this study, the first item will be analyzed from the point of view of heat balance
during the oxidation process. The remaining items are out of scope of this paper and will
be analyzed elsewhere.

3. Heat release from B4C oxidation

In this chapter, the reaction heat of 1 mole B4C in steam and air will be calculated for
reactions, described by eqs. (1) - (7), under atmospheric pressure and temperatures 1400 -
2200 K. The contribution of boric acids, not reported in literature, will be taken into
account. The upper bound of the total reaction heat in steam will be estimated from
combinations of the six particular reactions (2) -(7).

3.1 Methodology

In this study, the reaction heat was calculated under assumption that the heat of
formation A/ / is known at 298.15 K for each reaction specie. The following steps were
performed for each reaction equation:

Left-hand-side of reaction equation

Cooling of species from the chosen
temperature to 298.15 K.

Decomposition of species to stable
compounds at 298.15 K.

Right-hand-side of reaction equation

Formation of reaction products from stable
compounds at 298.15 K

Heating of reaction products from 298.15 K
to the chosen temperature.
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The reaction heat O is the sum of energies, consumed or released during each of the
above mentioned steps:

where:

• m and n is number of initial species and reaction products, respectively

• m; and n; is the corresponding number of moles of initial species and reaction products,
respectively

• (H - H298) is the enthalpy difference during cooling or heating

To avoid confusion with signs, the following rules were applied:

• Energy consumed is (+), energy released is (-).
• Energy consumed by formation = energy released by decomposition
• Energy released by formation = (-1) • energy consumed by formation

The heat of formation AHf at 298.15 K and the enthalpic difference H - H(298.15) were
taken from the following references: B4C [23] and [24], B ^ , HBO2, H3BO3, H2O, H2,
and O2 [10], (HBO2)3 [17], CO, CO2 and CH4 [25]. The data are summarized in Table 1.
Data were not found only for the trimer of metaboric acid (HBO2)3. The
AHf at 298.15 K was replaced by the available value AHf at 0 K. The difference is expected
to be not significant. The missing enthalpy difference was replaced by the enthalpy of
HBO2 multiplied by factor 3. It is to note that possible decrease of this enthalpy will
increase the calculated reaction heat for the reaction (7).

For demonstration, the reaction heat at 1500 K is calculated for eq.(3) as example:

B4C + 6H2O => 2B2O3 + CH4 + 4H2

Cooling of B4C from 1500 to 298.15 K

Cooling of 6H2O

Decomposition of 1 mole of B4C :

Decomposition of 6H2O

Formation of 2B2O3

Formation of CH4

Formation of 4H2

Heating of 2B2O3

Heating of CH4

Heating of 4H2

: Qc4C = -127.6 kJ

: Qc2° = -6-483 = -289.8 kJ

-nAH^c=(-\)(-7\.5) =71.5kJ

-n-AH{l20= (-6)-(-241.8)= 1450.8 kJ

'"•A#i2O3=(2)-(-1273.5)=-2547 kJ

/wA#^4 = l-(-74.6)=-74.6 kJ

m-AH{j2 = 4Q=0 k J

QfO3 = 2-163.2 = 326.4 kJ

Of* = 80.2 kJ

O"2 = 4- 36.3 = 145.2 1J

O = -127.6 - 289.8 + 71.5 + 1450.8 - 2547 - 74.6 + 326.4 + 80.2 + 145.2 = -964.9 kJ / mol B4C
(13)
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Table 1 Heat of formation AHf at 298.15 K and enthalpy difference H-H(298)
[kJ/mol] at various temperatures.

Specie

B4C

HBO2

(HBO2)3

H3BO3

B2O3

CO

CO2

CH4

O2

H2

H2O

AH*(298
)

[kJ/mol]

-71.5

-563.2

-2248.9

-1004.3

-1273.5

-110.5

-393.5

-74.6

0

0

-241.8

1400

115

69.2

207.
6

125.
6

150.
3

35.3

55.9

71.3

37

33.1

43.6

1500

127.
6

76.6

229.
8

139.
2

163.
2

38.8

61.7

80.2

40.6

36.3

48.3

1600

140.
5

84

252

153

176

42.4

67.6

89.5

44.3

39.5

53.1

1700

Tern]

153.
6

91.5

274.
5

167

188.
8

45.9

73.5

98.9

48

42.8

58

1800

reratur

167

99

297

181

201.
6

49.5

79.5

108.
6

51.7

46.2

62.9

1900

e[KJ

180.
5

106.
7

320.
1

195.
3

214.
4

53.1

85.4

118.
4

55.4

49.5

68

2000

194.
4

114.
3

342.
9

209.
6

227.
2

56.7

91.4
6

128.
5

59.2

52.9

73.1

2100

208.
4

122.
1

366.
3

224.
1

240

60.4

97.5

138.
7

63

56.4

78.3

2200

222.
7

129.
8

389.
4

238.
6

252.
8

64

103.
6

149

66.8

59.9

83.6

The calculated reaction heat for the reactions (1) - (7) are summarized in
Table 2. The (-) sign indicates an exothermic reaction. The only endothermic reaction is the
formation of HBO2 from B2O3. The results are in good agreement with the data used in
MELCOR. It is to note that between 1400-2200 K the reaction heat is almost independent
on temperature. In this temperature range a constant value of reaction heat can be used for
all studied reactions without any significant error.

3.2 Heat release from B4C in oxygen (or dry air)

This study indicates that oxidation of 1 mole B4C in oxygen or in dry air at 1500 K
releases about 2771 kJ, i.e. -50155 kJ/kg B4C, Table 2. This value is about 7.7 times
higher than heat, released during complete oxidation of 1 kg Zr in steam ( — 6500 kJ/kg
Zr). The reaction heat of B4C in oxygen was not found in literature, so that comparison
with existing data could not be made.

The amount of this heat is demonstrated on the following example. The VVER-1000 core
with russian fuel contains approximately 272 kg of B4C powder. Complete oxidation of this
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0 0 Table 2 Heat in [kJ/mol B4C| released during various reactions of B4C with steam and air.

Temperature [KJ -»

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

1400
B4C oxidation in dry air
B4C -1- 402 -> 2B2O3 + C02 -2775.5

1500

-2770.9

1600

-2767.1

1700

-2763.5

1800

-2760.1

1900

-2756.9

2000

-2754.3

2100

-2751.9

2200

-2749.7
B4C oxidation in steam
B4C + 8H2O -> 2B2O3 +
CO2+8H2
B4C + 7H2O -> 2B2O3 +
CO+7H2
B4C + 6H2O -» 2B2O3 +
CH4+4H2

-777.1

-746

-971.6

-770.1

-739.8

-964.9

-764.3

-734.7

-958.9

-758.7

-729.9

-953.2

-752.5

-724.6

-947.1

-748.9

-721.5

-942.6

-744.74

-718.1

-937.8

-740.7

-714.7

-933.2

-737.7

-712.4

-929.4

B2O3 oxidation In steam
2B2O3 + 2H2O -> 4HBO2
2B2O3 + 6H2O -> 4H3BO3
2/3*(3B2O3 + 3H2O) -»
2/3*2(HBO2)3

666.8
-79

-78.9

661.2
-79

-84.5

655.6
-78

-90.1

650.2
-77

-95.5

644.8
-76

-100.9

639.8
-75

-105.9

634.4
-74

-111.3

629.6
-73

-116.1

624.2
-72

-121.5

Table 3 Total reaction heat [kJ/mol B4C] in steam, as combination of reactions (2) to

2+5
2+6
2+7
3+5
3+6
3+7
4+5
4+6
4+7

-110.3
-856.3
-856.0
-79.2
-825.2
-824.9
-304.8
-1050.8
-1050.5

-108.9
-848.9
-854.6
-78.6
-818.6
-824.3
-303.7
-1043.7
-1049.4

-108.7
-842.3
-854.4
-79.1
-812.7
-824.8
-303.3
-1036.9
-1049.0

-108.5
-835.7
-854.2
-79.7
-806.9
-825.4
-303

-1030.2
-1048.7

(7).

-107.7
-828.5
-853.4
-79.8
-800.6
-825.5
-302.3
-1023.1
-1048.0

-109.1
-823.9
-854.8
-81.7
-796.5
-827.4
-302.8
-1017.6
-1048.5

-110.34
-818.74
-856.1
-83.7
-792.1
-829.4
-303.4
-1011.8
-1049.1

-111.1
-813.5
-856.8
-85.1
-787.5
-830.8
-303.6
-1006

-1049.3

-113.5
-809.9
-859.2
-88.2

-784.6
-833.9
-305.2
-1001.6
-1050.9



absorber in dry air would produce ~ 13.6-106 kJ. Assuming an adiabatic process, this heat
is sufficient to heat-up —50 % of the core from ~ 1500 K (failure temperature of B4C
control rods) to the melting temperature of Zr-based fuel claddings. The presence of water,
fortunately, decreases the reaction heat, as will be shown in the next chapter.

3.3 Heat release from B4C in steam

The calculation of reaction heat in a water containing environment (steam) is more
complicated due to the presence of larger number of reactions and due to the existence of
an intermediate compound, the B2O3. Three reactions are considered to participate in the
formation of B2O3 as well as three reactions in its consumption. In reality, the partitioning
of the process between the reaction depends on actual boundary conditions, i.e. on partial
pressure of steam and hydrogen. A method for determination of the relative extent of each
reaction is available in MELCOR for reactions (2)-(4) and in [12] for reactions (5)-(7). In
this study, the limiting cases only were examined, i.e. cases, when only one reaction
participates in the formation of B2O3 and only one reaction in its consumption. In this way,
9 combinations were obtained.

The results for reactions (2) to (4) in Table 2 are in excellent agreement with the data
used in MELCOR, shown in Fig. 1. The temperature independent value of -11.1 MJ/kg
B4C (-613 kJ/mol), coded in the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.1 source, seems to be also
acceptable, especially when the formation of boric acids is taken into account as will be
discussed below.

For the total reaction heat (including boric acids), the maximum value of —(-1050)
kJ/mol B4C was found for the combination of reactions (4) and (7), Table 3. This is by
factor —2.5 smaller than for the reaction in air but still - 3 times larger than for the
reaction Zr-H2O. The high endotermicity of the formation of HBO2 causes a wide spread of
total values, nevertheless being still exothermic. According to [12], the HBO2 is the
dominant species at very low steam pressures. This means that under rich-steam conditions,
mainly the exothermic reactions will take place.

3.4 Hydrogen release

A comment to the hydrogen release seems to be suitable at this point. The amount of
hydrogen, released during formation of B2O3, can be directly calculated from eqs. (2) to
(4). One mole of B4C produces 4 to 8 moles of H2, i.e. 0.145-0.290 kg H2 per 1 kg B4C.
The standard WER-1000 core thus can produce -(40-80) kg of hydrogen from the B4C-
steam reaction. This is a relatively negligible mass, compared with — 980 kg H2 that can be
produced in the same core from the Zr-H2O reaction. In reality, the B4C will produce much
less hydrogen than the above calculated, because not all B4C will be in contact in steam, as
was discussed in chapter 2.3.

4. Conclusions

The present study reviewed the B4C oxidation in steam and dry air. A simple heat
balance analysis of the reaction heat of B4C with steam and air was performed. The main
results are the following:
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• Experimental data are available mainly below 1000°C. The extrapolation of these data to
SFD conditions is very difficult, especially for the reaction kinetics. The use of
inadequate data can easily produce misleading results.

• This study confirmed that the B4C oxidation in steam and dry air is an exothermic
reaction, releasing more heat in air. In steam, the B4C oxidation can be an important
heat source only locally, accelerating the damage of control elements.

• The B4C oxidation in steam is a relatively negligible source of hydrogen, producing in a
PWR core one order less hydrogen than the Zr-steam reaction.

• The development of a new B4C oxidation model is related to availability of data on
reaction kinetics in SFD conditions.
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